
HISTORIC HILL CLIMBER 

Yet again, I’ve been contacted by from the other side of the ocean to discuss an old PHA race car.  This time...the contact came from France 

and the car in question is the Quantum Saab that was campaigned by Dwight Egolf in the early 70’s!!!  It is truly amazing how the stories of 

these cars zig zags around the globe! 
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BONJOUR , QUANTUM SAAB! 

Photo of the Quantum at the Berkshire Mall show in 1971!  

Who remembers putting their car in the mall!?  Note Don Ken-

nedy’s TR3 in background. 

At right...we see Dwight getting ready to take 

a run at Fleetwood in 1971.   The new owner 

was give photos and spread sheets with the 

car’s results.  He also got a hold of Dwight 

and was given an awesome history of the car 

first hand!  It was interesting to note that the 

new owner also bought a car from the same 

person Dwight bought the Quantum from!! 

At left...the Quantum is shrink wrapped and skidded up 

as it made it’s trip across the ocean.  The car is under-

going a complete resto and I should have more photos 

of it !!   



One of the larger artifacts of the PHA Museum & Archives is    

currently on loan to the Simeone Foundation Automotive Museum 

in Philadelphia.  The 1972 Subaru GL...originally raced and pre-

pared by Mike Oleyar (Tom Donald also drove it), owned also by 

Jerry Coffee and than revamped into the Superoo by Horace Fran-

co and Ken Lewis, in the 80’s.  It is a huge honor to have this car 

at this museum...if you have never visited Simeone...I would highly 

recommend it!  There are some real serious cars there!  Check out 

their website to get sneak peeks of the collection!  The Superoo 

will be on display until May 3rd.  Go say hello! 

In other news… 

There is a scheduled presentation scheduled for 

this year!  The History of the Jefferson Hill Climb 

will be presented for the Auburn Historical      Soci-

ety in November.  These presentations have been 

an excellent way for PHA Veterans to   gather, rem-

inisce and meet up with old friends!  Mark your 

calendar now...and plan on spending an evening 

reliving Jefferson! 

The Museum is still in a bit of “re-construction” 

mode.   

The Museum & Archive page, on Facebook, has a 

few updated photo albums.  They include the 

“Duryea  Under 2 Minute Club” and the “All Time 

PHA Class Winner” albums.  Remember you don’t 

have to sign up for Facebook to view the over 100 

photo albums posted there. 



WHO IS IT?? 

PHA family recently lost two greats.  Tom Edkin & John Flannery...our thoughts go 

out to their families. 

Tom Edkin best known for HP Sprite racing.  He is 

tied for 9th all time HP driver in PHA history.  He sup-

ported PHA and was involved with operations of hills 

related to LVSTC. 

John Flannery a long historic PHA career...best 

known for running his Volvos.  He is the seventeenth  

all time winningest driver in PHA history (as of 2015 

results).  FTD’ed twice in his PHA career.  Very active 

with PHA and the running of Reading events. 

Last month...we were looking at drivers with the last name of T...not a lot of guesses, so here are the answers:  Ray Tessier, Roger Tobias,  Kim 

Thomas,  Eggie Thomas & Dick Thompson.  This month...we have are challenge with those drivers with a last name starting with”U”. 
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Top All Time FSP Winners by Class Wins 

Dave Merritt 

Matt Kujat Sr. & Mike Ancas 

Dave Yeager & Chris Mower 

Joe Specht 

Aaron Yeager 


